THE VOW,
WEEK 2
Series overview for “The Vow.”
Wedding vows are more than a declaration of love—they hold the keys to a strong, lasting marriage.
Whether you hope to get married someday or you’ve already tied the knot, discover what The Vow and
specifically the vows of Priority, Pursuit, Partnership and Purity can mean for the future.

Icebreaker Question:
If you are in a relationship, how are you similar and how are you diﬀerent?

If you are not in a relationship, what do you look for in a significant other?

LifeGroup Discussion Questions:
The vow of priority for part one of this series was: “God is my One and my spouse is my two.” What action
steps have you taken this week to work towards fulfilling that vow?

Read Genesis 2:24, Matthew 19:5-6.
What stood out to you about The Vow part 2 and why?

Why do you think God makes marriage such a big deal? What purpose does marriage serve?

Why do you think the following statement is true and what can you do to prevent this from happening in
your marriage: “What starts as opposites attract can quickly become opposites attack.”

The big idea rom this message was that “Every great marriage
needs to move from ME & YOU to WE.”
The following two reasons were submitted as to how a “WE” before “ME” attitude blesses a marriage.
#1 You make better decisions together than apart.
#2 “We” gives you intimacy. “Me” leaves you empty.
How have experienced the reality of these reasons and what other blessings would you add to the list?

A practical step for working towards WE over ME in your marriage is to take some time to discuss a
common vision for your marriage’s faith, finances, family and fun.
-How have you witnessed the lack of unified vision for a marriage in these areas drive a couple apart?
-What stories can you share of how having a common vision in these areas has brought you and your
spouse closer?
-Share ideas that you and your spouse have that has brought unity, closeness and life in the areas of faith,
finances, family and fun?

What can you do this week to make your marriage “more about WE and less about ME?” And how can the
group help you?

